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Turkish gas market, 2001

[Map showing routes for Russian gas, Turkish gas grid, planned lines in Turkey, existing pipelines, and LNG routes to Turkey. Notable locations include Blue Stream, Transcaspian, 2003?, 2002?, and potential routes through Turkey.]
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\[ P_1 = -C_1(t_1) + B_1(t_1, t_2) \]

\[ \frac{\partial P_1}{\partial t_1} = a_1(t_1) - b_1(t_1 | t_2) \]

\[ C_1(t_1) = C_1^0 - \int_{0}^{t_1} a_1(t) \, dt \]

\[ B_1(t_1, t_2) = \int_{t_2}^{T} b_1(t | t_2) \, dt \]
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